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Abstract. The problem of the correction of the disorganized train traffic schedule is analyzed (aiming to minimize 
general costs related to the expenditure of energy and time wasted by people and equipment). Disorganized a train 
traffic is named an event when you should insert one more train route in the already created train traffic schedule. This 
problem can be solved applying the algorithms for the search of the shortest chain The fuzzy algorithm for the determi
nation of the shortest chain, the key operators and their specific features are also analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 

A train traffic schedule is the whole complex of 
routes (planned for a certain period), when exact arrival 
time at every station t}i and departures from it tji are 
provided for every train (j- train index, i = 1, n - sta
tion index). The arrival and departure time of trains), p 
and (j+ 1) is planned and specified in Fig 1. In this frag
ment ofthe traffic schedule trains j and (j+ 1) are deemed 
as "planned" ones (their routes in advance had to be 
planned economically in optimum). Meanwhile the train 
p could "appear" unplanned: it appeared in this place of 
the traffic schedule through some faults or organizational 
difficulties or it became urgently necessary to insert one 
more route into the already prepared traffic schedule, 
etc. 

The problem arises to make such a schedule of the 
further train p traffic that would guarantee minimum 
additional economic expenditures. 

2. Algorithm of the Disorganized Train Traffic cor
rection 

If there is a semi automatic blocking (here only this 
case shall be analyzed) equipped in the section, for the 
arrival of the unplanned train (train p) at the station s(i+l)' 
a time span of which is remained with the width of 

A d a 
L.l = t(j+!)i - t j(i+2) . (1) 

If the train p is late at the station Si+ 1, it can retard 

the train (j+ 1) (will force it to stop at the stationS). The 

train p can also be forced to stop at the station Si+l in a 

similar way (if the train j is late for the station si+2). 
Every additional stooping of the train is related to 

certain losses that appear through additional expenditures 
of fuel (energy) when the train is making its run. Losses 
are experienced at the station S. upon forced stopping of 
the train (j+ 1) hi W(j+!)i, and ~bile stopping the train p 
at the station Si+J -as 1 W~(i+!) . Additional train p may 
also experience losses while standing at the station S; 
and waiting for more favourable traffic situation (in or
der it will not be stopped and will not impede the train 
following it). These waiting losses (until r number of 

a 
t j(i+2) 

d 
t(j+l)i 

~ 
z 

Fig 1. Illustration explaining the problem of correction of the 
train traffic schedule 
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trains will pass: from the train U+1) to U+r) inclusively) 
are marked as Wwj(J+r)i . The Methods of the calcula
tion of all mentioned losses are known, they can be found 
in special literature [ 1]. 

The problem arises to make such a schedule of the 
further train p traffic that would guarantee minimum 
additional economic expenditures 

v = L Wwj(j+r)i + L hiwji + L stwi . (2) 
j,r,i j,i i 

Practice shows that it is rather difficult to realize 
planned traffic schedules precisely through the mani
festation of road and rolling-stock faults or disorders, 
meteorological conditions, organizational difficulties, etc. 
Thus solving similar problems by regular methods the 
solution is found not for actual, but for planned (desir
able) initial data. Such solution often appears to be inad
equate and may cause new traffic disorganization. 

Then a new need to estimate the said unpredictable 
factors appears. Thus the regular problem of the traffic 
schedule correction turns into the statistical one. It is 
formed considering the delay of the following train and 
the stopping of the unplanned train CP) as accidental 
events. 

The researches show that delays of trains (proces
ssing statistical data of several months) are rather ad
equately described by gamma distribution laws that are 
related to the second-line law of Erlang: 

p(tjA, T] = 2) = A2te -'At, 

t;::.: 0, A> 0. 
(3) 

Parameter A is different for every station, direction 
and train group (freight trains, passenger trains). Under 
certain circumstances many factors influencing a traffic 
schedule may be provided more precisely, but it is impos
sible to accumulate statistical data desctibing all possible 
cases. Through this, a traffic schedule correction problem 
appears to be a mixed one: it is purposeful to carry out a 
part of calculations applying regular methods, another part 
- statistical ones, and the other- expert (fuzzy) methods. 

The problem of planning the optimum route of the 
additional train CPth) (according to the summed up eco
nomic expenditures V) leads to the problem of the search 
of the shortest chain in the specific graph of the rect
angle network type. Such graph is shown in Fig 2. 

Every vertex shown in Fig 2 is marked with a double 
index. The first element of this index specifies the train 
followed by the additional train (p); the second element 
of the vertex specifies the station. 

Vertical arcs correspond the movement of the addi
tional train from one station to the other one and horizon
tal arcs- waiting (letting the following trains go). 

Arc indices specify statistical costs related to cor
responding transition. 

V hi n hiu1 stR stu1 
Mji = .r(j+l)i YY(j+l)i + ~(i+l) YY~(i+l) + 

hi&stp hiu1 stu1 ) 
ji( YY(j+J)i+ YY~(i+J). (4) 

For every stage (S, - S,+1) it is possible to find sta
tistically optimal planned arrival time opt tg(i+l) of the 
additional train CP) at the station (i+ 1) following the train 
j. This time can be found from the condition: 

d 
a VM_;;Ctg(i+l))=O. (5) 

dt~(i+l) 

Then (see Fig l) 

~ [ z 
hi PCJ+l)i = f P~(i+l) (z) f P J(i+2) (t)dt x 

tg(i+l) t'J(i+2) 

; f P(.i+l)i(y)dy}z. (6) 
t{j+l)i 

st PR . = J P~(i+l) (z)[J P j(i+2) (t)dt x 
f'(z+l) a 

lp(i+l) z 

IP(j+l)i(y)dy }· (7) 

P ~(i+ 1) (t) in the formulas ( 6) and (7) means the 

jn f G+J)nf G+2)nf G+m)n f 
I I I I 
I I I I 

W+2)LLL----1 
VMJ(t+l)LLL i 
j(i+l) ---~b 

ji 

vf!'i(j+l)iLL r ---~b 
U+ I)i / U+2)i U+m)i 

Vw(i+l)(i+2)i 

Fig 2. Graph of optimization of the route of the additional 
train(~) 
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probability distribution function of the delay of the train 
~ to the station (i+ 1) (deviation from the planned time of 
the arrival at this station). All other functions of p(t) (with 
different indices) have also the meaning of the probabil
ity distribution function. It is assumed that delays of trains 
are described by means of the formula (3), the parameter 
A of which is specified by the expert (traffic regulator, 
etc.) Thus p(t) functions are fuzzy ones. hi P(J+l)i, 

st P~(i+l) , as well as V MJi also turns into blank numbers: 

hi p(J+l)i = exp(- A~ V~+!)i - tS(i+!) )~ 

(8) 

st p~(i+l) = exp(- A i ~S(i+l) - t}(i+2) )~ 

VPU+l) - t}(i+2)) exp(- A j VPCi+l) - t}(i+2) )~ 

(9) 

There are two fuzzy parameters on the right side of 
each of the formulas (8) and (9); thus since the expressi-

1 . f hi n d stR · ons are comp ex, uncertamty o 'CJ+l)i an ~(i+l) IS 

not significantly bigger than the uncertainty of A~, A J or 

AJ+l· 

Jhe soluti?n in the analytical form of the equation 
(5) ~apttp(i+l) )can't be found in this case: the task is 
solved by digital methods, applying fuzzy numbers com
parison operations discussed in Chapter 3. 

Expenditures (losses) through demurrage (waiting 
time): 

Wwj(j+r)i = WT t j(j+r)i , 

when 

(10) 

t J(J+r)i -is the time from the corridor of the train 
~ after the train j up to the corridor after the train (j+r); 

WT- are losses through demurrage of the train ~ in 

a time unit. 

Optimum traffic schedule of the additional train(~) 
can be found applying the algorithms for the deter
mination of the shortest chain. 

3. Fuzzy Algorithm for the Determination of the 
Shortest Chain 

A classical problem for the determination of the 
shortest chain is formulated in the following way: the 
known graph is: 

G=(V,A,L), (11) 

V = {v} = {1, 2, ... , n} -a set of vertexes (their 
indices); 

A= {a}= {(x,y)l..,.),x,yE {v}-asetofarcs(x
index of the vertex from which the arc comes out, y -
index of the vertex to which the arc comes); 

L = {l(x, y)l x;<y > 0} - }engt~s (prices) of arcs. 
To find a chain ° S be E tk S be J in this graph between 

the initial vertex b E { v} and the end vertex e E { v}, so 
that 

IJCx, y) ~min. (12) 
UEk Sbe k 

The analyzed problem differs from the classical one 
because a set of vertexes V or (and) a set of arcs A are the 
fuzzy sets or (and) lengths (prices) of the arcs l(x, y) are 
expressed in fuzzy numbers. Thus the known graph is: 

T= (V, A, L), 

V= {!J.jv} = {!J./1. !J.i2, ... , IJ./n}, 

0:0::: IJ.v :0::: 1; 

A= {a}= {!J.(x. y/(x, y)i X*)!}, x, y E {v}, 

0:0::: IJ.(x,y) :0::: 1; 

L= {!J.!(x,yP)iX*y},x,yE {v} 

0:0::: IJ.Z(x,y)(t) :0::: 1• 0:0::: t < 00
• 

IJ.v - certainty factor of the graph v vertex; 

(13) 

IJ.rx, yJ - certainty (membership) factors of the graph 
arcs; 

IJ.t(x, y;(t) - membership functions of the arc length 
(price). 

In this case solution of the problem of the search of 
the shortest chain is uncertain: 

(!J. . .' osbe' /J.s (t)). 

IJ.s - factor of the existence (certainty) of the opti-

mum chain ° she between the vertexes band e; 

!J.
5 

(t)- length (price) membership function of the 

shortest chain ° S be . 

!J.
5 

depends on the chosen type of the fuzzy logic: 
min-max or the probability logic. 
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In the first case 

(14 a) 

in the second case -

(14 b) 

Thus the solution of the fuzzy problem of the search 
of the shortest chain is uncertain according to two pa
rameters: 

1) length (price) of the shortest chain; 
2) factor of existence (reality) of the shortest chain. 
Optimum solution according to both these para-

meters could be found only after formation of the comp
lex factor that includes both mentioned parameters [2-
4]. Ifthere is no such (complex) factor, then the optimi
zation is carried out only according to one of the said 
parameters: either looking for the chain with the biggest 
existence factor lls (disregarding a length of the chain 
(price)); or the chain length (price) is minimized, disre
garding the existence factor lls of this chain. This case is 
closer (in the sense of its formulation) to the classical 
problem for the determination of the shortest chain (here 
it will be shown that the problem can be solved applying 
the same algorithm in both cases). Thus in this case it is 
enough to adapt the classical algorithm for the determi
nation of the shortest chain for fuzzy initial data. It is 
reasonable to apply such classical algorithms in which 
the result is obtained with the least possible number of 
operations: uncertainty in fuzzy algorithms is increasing 
when the number of operations with the initial and inter
mediate data is increasing; multiplication and division 
operations are especially undesirable. Almost the most 
convenient algorithm for the determination of the short
est chain in this case could be the algorithm of Ford
Full(erson [5]. Its fuzzy version according to the succes
sion of the procedures does not differ from the determi
nate one: only the fom1 of initial data presentation and 
their processing procedures change. 

Beginning 
Double element index (b, Vb = 0) is given for the 

initial vertex b, and for all other vertexes (i ,c b)- indices 
(0, Vi=oo). 

1. It is searched for vertexes}, where 

~ > vi + lltu. 1J(t). 

Index of every such vertex is changed with a new 
one 

(i, v. = v. + Ill(" ")(t)). 1 l l, 1 
2. Procedure 1 is repeated until it is applicable. 
3. The shortest chain is found according to the first 

elements of the double-element indices (because they 
specify the vertex from which the arc belonging to the 
shortest chain comes). 

End 
The main problem of the discussed algorithm is the 

comparison (ranking) of the fuzzy numbers (item 1 of 
the algorithm): 

> 
~ ~ vi + 11-tu._;J(t). (15) 

It should be noted that Vi, lj (except Vi~b = 0) also 
are fuzzy numbers. 

There are several fuzzy numbers ranking criteria 
suggested in literature [6-14]. It is reasonable to apply 
the criteria that evaluate membership function form. E.g. 
[8, 12]: 

1 1 

H 2 (A,B) = f M(,'\x)da- f M(B0.)da, 
0 0 

M(A,) ~ i [ ..::'1. a- ~"X, a), 
Au - a level set of the fuzzy number A. 

H2 (A, B) -;::: 0 ==> A -;:::B. 

(16) 

(17) 

when a1 = inf a; a 2 = sup a; h1 and h2 the sense is an 
aEAo aEAo 

analogous one. 

H 3 (A, B)-;::: 0,5 ==> A -;::: B. 
If a chain with the biggest existence factor lls is 

searched for (disregarding the chain length (price)), it is 
enough to exchange membership functions of the arc { (x, 

y)l -'*Y}, x, y E {v} length (price) llt(x, y)(t) with existence 
(reality) indices. 

In case of min-max logic: 

min {ll(x, y)' lly}, when x ,c b; 

11-a(p, y;{t) ~min {llb' llcb. y)' lly}; 

in case of probability logic: 

llcx. y) x lly, when x * b, 

lll(p, y)(t) ~ llb X ll(b, y) X lly. 

Afterwards it is possible to apply the same algo
rithm. 

Optimum traffic schedule of the additional train(~) 
can be found applying the analyzed algorithm, only per
fanning its item 1; indices of the vertical arcs V M are 
calculated according to the formula (4), and indices of 
the horizontal arcs - according to the formula 
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(18) 

if the first step was made vertically, and according to the 
formula ( 1 0) - if the first step was made horizontally. 

In this algorithm all data, except A.p , A. i and A. J+l 

are considered to be detennined (precise ones). Fuzzy 
parameters A.p , A. i , A. j+l may be presented in their 

membership functions IJ.(Au) I u = j, ~. (j+l)" However such 
form for an expert (regulator) may be uncomfortable: it 
is easier for him to operate in linguistic variables. It is 
possible to use linguistic variables - "train's accuracy", 
instead of the fuzzy parameters A.: 

2 · E[O,I1 u=j,~,(j+J). 
A.Ltf.. 

For this it is possible to use a fuzzifier of the train 
accuracy presented in Fig 3. 

VA 

0 0,2 

A AA IA VIA 

0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 

Train accuracy (-
2
- J 

'A"I'i 

Fig 3. A fuzzifier of the train accuracy 

VA- very accurate; A -accurate; AA- average accuracy; 
IA - inaccurate; VIA - very inaccurate 

In this case the procedure of re-calculation of the 
linguistic variable terms should be provided (VA, A, AA, 
lA, VIA) into the fuzzy parameters Au with the mem
bership functions IJ.(Au) in the algorithm of the search 
of an optimum schedule of the additional train ~-

4. Conclusions 

1. A fuzzy algorithm for the determination of the 
shortest chain differs from the regular ones only in num
ber comparison operators. The problem arises only be
cause there is no uniform fuzzy number comparison cri
terion. It is purposeful to apply the criteria that evaluate 
a membership function fonn. 

2. Problems ofthe traffic correction lead to the prob
lems of the "shortest chain" and can be solved applying 
modified algorithms of the shortest chain search. 

3. Traffic schedule correction problem is a mixed 

one: it is purposeful to make a part of calculations apply
ing the regular methods, a part of them - by statistical 
ones, and another part- by expert (fuzzy) ones. 
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